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BACKGROUND
The COVID-19 pandemic has profoundly impacted community and professional sports. Throughout this time, sports organisations collaborated closely with the WHO, host national governments and their public health authorities. The common goals were to assess risk and to implement risk reduction measures to facilitate a stepwise return to sport, thus realising the physical and mental health benefits of sport for the participants, as well as the safe resumption of competitive events despite active SARS-CoV-2 transmission in many countries.

RETURNING THE HEALTH BENEFITS OF COMMUNITY SPORT
At a community level, the WHO and many governments implemented policies to support opportunities for individuals to participate in health-enhancing physical activity for the longevity, mental health and physical health benefits conferred.1–3 Outdoor sport/physical activity carries a lower risk of transmission of SARS-CoV-2 due to physical distancing and ventilation.4 These sports were generally reintroduced before indoor or contact sports.5 Unfortunately, some regions were slow to recognise the low risks of outdoor, physically distanced sports activities and continued to restrict these despite their relative safety.

PROFESSIONAL SPORT: RISK ASSESSMENT AND RISK REDUCTION
Professional sport provides cultural, economic and employment benefits. During the pandemic, sports organisations assessed the health risk associated with an event based on event size, sport risk, community transmission/prevalence and geographical location, and implemented risk reduction and mitigation measures in keeping with WHO and best practice guidance.4–7 Typically, this was done in a stepwise fashion,8 with timeframes and restrictions varying markedly across nations and sports systems.

A RETURN TO TRAINING AND COMPETITION
Individual and group outdoor training present a low risk of viral transmission. Sports competition resumed in 2020, in most cases ‘behind closed doors’ or in ‘bubble environments’ with robust risk assessment and risk reduction and with no, or very limited, spectators on-site. Domestic events did not increase transmission,9 10 while very low case rates and transmission were seen in international sports, including the delayed 2020 Tokyo Summer Olympic and 2022 Beijing Winter Olympic Games, where all participants underwent regular testing.11

GUIDANCE FOR ATHLETES
Athletes returning to training and competition post lockdown were often grateful for the opportunity to resume sport. However, many informed us they were nervous about becoming infected by the virus (either personally or their family), while others expressed concern about the ‘bubble’ environment they had to endure, in many cases entailing significant isolation from their families.12 Collaborative return to sport guidelines were produced to advise athletes, coaches and sports organisations on adapting and applying public health principles to the sport-specific context.13

GREATER ATTENDANCE AT SPORTS EVENTS
Countries (eg, New Zealand and Australia) that had eliminated the virus or had lower community transmission of cases could sometimes introduce full or >50% spectators’ capacity ahead of widespread vaccine roll-out. With global vaccine roll-out, countries were able to move towards full audience capacity, despite high community transmission, as evidenced by the English Events Research Programme.14 This programme highlighted...
close collaboration between national governments, public health authorities and sports/events organisers. Also, it underscored the need to address the sports’ risks and the risks associated with participants and spectators’ travel and other event-related gatherings.

RETURNING TO PLAY

Allowing people to resume prepandemic activity became an increasing priority as it became clear that the pandemic would not be short-lived. Research showed that daily testing and enhanced public health protocols did not carry an additional risk of transmission compared with standard isolation for close contacts of SARS-CoV-2-positive persons in professional golf.15 16 This contributed to policy change for COVID-19-specific guidelines for the wider population.

A SIGNIFICANT FRONTIER: RETURNING PERSONS POSITIVE FOR SARS-COV-2 TO SPORT

With high rates of vaccination contributing to improved immunity17 and less severe variants prevalent, the balance between the risk of transmission and the known employment, cultural and economic benefits of prepandemic activity is changing. As a result, golf, for example, has collaborated with the Ministerial Advisory Committee and the National Institute for Communicable Diseases in South Africa to allow asymptomatic persons positive for SARS-CoV-2 to participate in golf while maintaining physical distancing and avoidance of shared indoor spaces.18 There is a gradual realisation that asymptomatic SARS-CoV-2 infection is not an absolute contraindication to participation in exercise/competition. This is contributing to many sports withdrawing from routine asymptomatic screening now that high rates of vaccination have been achieved.

WHAT IS NEXT?

This editorial highlights that collaboration between governments and their public health authorities and sports organisations has successfully allowed sports events to recommence, using guidance based on the best available science and practical considerations. Further, this collaboration has informed wider population-level health policy decisions. The COVID-19 pandemic is not over, and ongoing risk assessment and proportionate risk reduction are merited as we adapt to life with SARS-CoV-2, and to decrease the impact of other illness, to the benefit of our athletes.
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